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INTERVIEW WITH GEORG EMPRECHTINGER
CEO and owner of TEAM 7

beetroot with apple and horseradish sauce
ingredients: 300 g cooked beetroot, 1 tbsp oil, half an onion, 50 g floury  

potatoes, 250 ml vegetable stock, ¼ tsp galangal, half a juicy, tart apple,  

1 tbsp lemon juice, 1 tsp horseradish cream, salt

method: Peel beetroot and slice thinly. Heat the oil in a non-stick pan.  

Add finely chopped onions and cook on low heat until soft and transparent.  

While stirring, add small potato cubes and fry for a few minutes. Add  

vegetable stock and galangal. Cover and simmer for 10 minutes. Add finely  

chopped apple; cover and simmer for 4 minutes. Blend to a fine puree  

using a hand blender. Mix beetroot into the apple sauce and heat for a  

few minutes. Stir in horseradish and lemon juice, add salt to taste.  

Delicious with caraway potatoes.

What defines a TEAM 7 kitchen?

Our love for wood and the desire to bring its authentic  

characteristics into the homes of our customers. TEAM 7 has 

been the pioneer of eco-furniture for 40 years. We decided to 

consistently follow “green” principles and strive for the perfect 

interplay of nature, design and technical expertise. This is 

rooted in high quality artisan craftsmanship and many decades 

of experience.

What are the key considerations 

when planning a kitchen? 

Every cook has different ingredients, utensils  

and storage needs. So the kitchen should be  

carefully tailored to suit the users’ needs.  

Solid wood kitchens by TEAM 7 are individually 

planned and custom-made to order. This  

allows us to adapt the kitchen perfectly to  

suit individual ergonomic and architectural  

requirements. The way we cook makes a  

difference too. If you have to spend ages  

hunting through cluttered cupboards for  

every kitchen gadget and every ingredient,  

that really spoils the fun of cooking. Our  

versatile drawer dividers can be flexibly  

arranged to suit individual preferences.  

Cupboards with innovative fittings ensure  

things are tidy and easy to find. Everything  

is readily accessible, not a centimetre of  

space is wasted, and cooking becomes even  

more of a natural pleasure.

What are the defining characteristics  

of a high-quality kitchen?

The true quality of a kitchen is not  

always obvious at first glance. It’s worth  

taking a look behind the cupboard doors.  

The same quality standards should apply  

to the materials and workmanship there too.  

At TEAM 7 we build the cabinets and  

drawers for our kitchens out of solid wood.  

This gives them maximum stability and  

makes them extremely durable. For the  

fronts we use solid wood panels, produced  

in our own board factory using the latest  

3-layer technology. These 3-layer  

boards have tremendous structural  

stability and open up unique possibilities  

in design and function.

What do you think makes solid wood furniture so  

uniquely appealing?

What could be more beautiful than the real thing? For anyone 

who sees cooking and enjoying food as a multi-sensory  

experience, wood is the perfect natural material for their  

kitchen. The finest hardwood, assembled without formal- 

dehyde, finished with natural oil – and that’s it. Every TEAM 7 

kitchen is true to our promise of pure solid wood. After all, this 

is where vital foodstuffs are stored and prepared. Open-pore, 

natural wood is the ideal material: it minimises odours, it can 

absorb moisture, is free from harmful substances and even  

has an anti-bacterial effect.

k7 kitchen, wood type oak white | ark bar stool

     continuously height-adjustable 
 from 74 to 114 cm
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individuelle Maßanfertigung in den eigenen Werken in Österreich

Discover the linee kitchen on Youtube: 

qr.team7.at/bespoke-custom-production-video

it́ s a tree story.

WE ARE DEDICATED TO CREATING 
KITCHENS THAT ARE JUST AS  
UNIQUE AS WOOD ITSELF.

inviting and elegant
This wonderfully inviting linee kitchen, with 

its elegant combination of wood, coloured 

glass and natural stone, exemplifies the 

wide range of planning and design options 

offered by TEAM 7. A striking extension  

table makes this kitchen the perfect 

meeting place for the whole family. Floor-

length doors, design elements in the form 

of glass cabinets and equipment niches 

concealed by retractable hinged doors all 

give the kitchen a calm, elegant look.

linee kitchen, wood type oak white oil, matt anthracite glass, clear glass 

ark bar stool, wood type oak white oil

linee kitchen, wood type oak white oil, matt anthracite glass, clear glass

LIVING WITH ALL THE SENSES
A longing for things that are genuine is inherent in human nature. 

We can only feel things fully with all our senses when they are 

real. The search for naturalness and authenticity is becoming 

more and more important, particularly in this increasingly digital 

age. The virtual world is limited to hearing and sight, and cannot 

fulfil this yearning.

The open-pore, living wood we use to make our furniture has the 

unique ability to appeal to every single one of our senses. That’s 

why we do everything we can to bring wood and its authentic 

characteristics into the homes of our customers. Take a closer 

look at wood, the sensational material!

bespoke– custom made  
for a perfect fit
Manufacturing exclusively to order allows us maximum  

flexibility to create the kitchen of your dreams. Every one of 

our kitchens is designed to incorporate your ideas in detail 

and to perfectly match your needs. A wide choice of wood 

types, materials, and handles, with an extensive range of 

cupboard styles and modern interior fittings allow numerous 

different options for configuration. We can adjust heights, 

widths and depths for individualised layout planning – and 

even create bespoke designs.

FROM THE FOREST TO THE FINISHED FURNITURE:
IT’S IN OUR HANDS.
The entire production process for our furniture is in our hands: from natural seasoning and drying of the wood, to making the  

solid wood panels, right through to the finishing touches by our traditionally trained craftsmen. This means we can guarantee  

high standards for environmentally friendly production and quality.

sight
Our carefully selected 

wood surfaces are 

sorted by hand and 

genuinely unique.  

Like the trees they are 

made from.

touch
Enjoy the warmth of 

our oiled, open-pore 

wooden surfaces –  

you can literally 

feel it.

smell
Close your eyes and 

enjoy the scent of  

real wood.

taste
Fine wine from a wood 

barrel, fresh bread 

from a wood oven:  

pure pleasure.

hearing
Guitars, violins 

and pianos – they 

all depend on real wood 

for their sound.

TEAM 7 customer

TEAM 7 wood seasoning

TEAM 7 board factory

TEAM 7 furniture

TEAM 7 logistics centre

TEAM 7 partnersTEAM 7 forest

TEAM 7 sawmill

VIRTUAL

TEAM 7
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BLACK LINE KITCHEN



black line
Coloured glass, matt black handles and plinth panels are the key ingredients in the black line kitchen’s elegance.  

Genuine solid wood makes a fascinating contrast and – together with its open design style – gives black line a  

particularly inviting appeal.

durable and  
    strong

sophisticated  
   details

100% solid wood

perfect  
    symbiosis

free from 
    harmful substances

design elements
These can provide a place for  

decorative accessories – and create  

a more relaxed style in the kitchen. 

Cabinets and drawers made of 

genuine solid wood are particularly 

hard-wearing.

Clever, practical configuration 

options make each TEAM 7 kitchen 

distinctively special.

Our kitchens are fully constructed of 

pure solid wood.

Our kitchens offer a

unique combination of nature,

design and technology.

Finished exclusively with  

natural oil, the wood retains its  

anti-bacterial properties, ideal  

for hygienic food storage.

black line kitchen, wood type walnut, matt black glass, smoked glass

it́ s a tree story.

YOUR ROAST AND OUR KITCHEN PROBABLY 
KNOW EACH OTHER FROM THE FOREST.

Glass surfaces in a colour of your  

choice (see available colours on NCS  

colour charts, surcharge applies).

Discover the black line kitchen:

qr.team7.at/black-line-kitchen-video
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This tasteful combination of wood and ceramic makes the cera line kitchen  
a place of inspiration where cooking becomes a pleasure.
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Sebastian Desch, designer

cera line
Generous use of ceramic is the defining feature of the  

cera line kitchen, creating an exciting contrast with the  

natural wooden surfaces.

inner beauty
pro inserts offer simple and  

versatile options for organising 

the contents of drawers.

practical pull-out shelves storage

new bar handle
For excellent handling and stylish

design accents in the kitchen.

solid wood 
   meets ceramic

wood types | ceramic colours
All our kitchens are available in the following 

wood types and ceramic colours:

ark 
Available in two heights, the ark bar stool is a stylish partner for kitchen  

islands, breakfast bars or counters. The backrest of the seat shell, which  

comes in two different heights, and the high-quality leather or fabric cover  

ensure lasting comfort.

custom made
TEAM 7 kitchens are custom-made to order.  

An extensive range of cupboard types, with 

options for reducing heights, widths and 

depths* if required, means we can plan the 

layout individually for you. 

*except where limited by functional fittings

cera line kitchen, ark bar stool
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LOFT KITCHEN



loft
The loft kitchen is the modern country-style kitchen for those who love wood, enjoy cooking, and who  

appreciate authentic craftsmanship and natural materials. The open design style gives the loft kitchen a  

particularly homely atmosphere while offering a perfectly planned environment for enjoyable cooking.

alcove elements

everything close at hand
versatile, modular

inserts for perfectly

organised drawers

hanging or free-standing, for  

herbs, utensils or knife block

loft kitchen, wood type wild oak white oil

it́ s a tree story.

EVEN IF YOU LIVE IN THE CITY: 
WELCOME TO YOUR COUNTRY COTTAGE KITCHEN.

creates design accents
practical ceiling-mounted storage  

with optional LED - lighting

Discover the loft kitchen:

qr.team7.at/loft-kitchen-video
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For maximum freedom of movement,  

retractable hinged doors can be slid 

away inside the cupboard after opening.

Out of the way!

filigno
Sophisticated elegance in natural wood  

and ceramic defines the design style of  

the filigno kitchen, which creates a flowing 

transition from the kitchen to the living- 

dining area. A distinctive feature is the slim 

casing of genuine solid wood, which is  

echoed in filigno occasional furniture and  

the filigno living room range.

filigno kitchen, wood type oak white oil, phedra ceramic

it́ s a tree story.

THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS
A HEALTHY DIET IS 

A HEALTHY KITCHEN.

wood types | ceramic colours
All our kitchens are available in the  

following wood types and ceramic colours:

handle-free elegance
Drawers with elegant ceramic  

fronts open with a simple touch.

filigno    17



the combination of wood  

and aluminium creates a  

particularly elegant look

internal drawers for well- 

organised storage behind  

elegant, full-height fronts

profile handles

strip handle

metal bar handle

wooden bar handle

handles
The finishing touch for every TEAM 7 kitchen is 

choosing the right type of handles to suit your 

individual style: a profile handle, wooden or metal 

bar handle, or no handles at all.

calm exterior,  
   spacious interior

perfectly organised

pro drawer

order and overview  

keep everything tidy and  

easily accessible

drawer dividers 
Ingenious accessories create order with a system.  

Width and depth of the drawer dividers can be  

combined flexibly and extended at any time.

storage solutions
Not a centimetre is wasted here:  

custom-made fittings make cooking a  

pleasure. With our storage solutions, your  

ingredients and cooking utensils are  

always within easy reach. 

handles, storage solutions, drawer dividers    1918   handles, storage solutions, drawer dividers



test labEcolabel, ISO, EMAS, GS

Our EMAS certificate, Austrian Ecolabel and ISO certificates 

confirm that our production processes are ecologically  

friendly and sustainable, and certify the high quality standards 

of our products. Our kitchen range is also GS certified, which 

guarantees maximum safety.

Right from the development phase, we comprehensively test 

the function, ergonomics, stability and safety of our products in 

our own test lab, over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7 offers only 

customised furniture – with technology and function that has 

been perfected.

product care and repair 
The open-pore finish of our wooden surfaces means small dents  

and scratches are easy to treat. Even the traces of many years of use  

can be removed: sand down, apply oil, and you’re done. Your kitchen  

will look like new.

improves air quality
Genuine, open-pore solid wood brings comfort and warmth into your 

home. It breathes, absorbs humidity and releases it again if the air is dry. 

This creates a noticeably more pleasant atmosphere in the room. Wood 

also has a natural anti-static effect and does not attract dust.

SIMPLE DAY-TO-DAY
CARE
Wood is naturally accustomed to all sorts of challenges: it is extremely robust. 

This makes our kitchens especially easy-care. All you need for day-to-day  

cleaning is a dry or slightly moist cotton cloth.QUALITY
CRAFTSMANSHIP

We’ve been making furniture since 1959.  

This experience makes itself felt. Every  

TEAM 7 kitchen is unique: hand built in our  

workshop by experienced joiners using  

traditional Austrian artisan craftsmanship.  

Our knowledge of proper workmanship with  

wood has been passed on for generations  

and is your guarantee for the high quality  

of our products.

3-layer technology
In our board factory, we can produce high-

quality 3-layer boards that are extremely 

stable. This technology opens up unique 

possibilities for design and functionality.

durable and hygienic
Cabinets and drawers in our kitchens are  

constructed entirely of solid wood. This gives 

them the highest level of stability and  

resilience. Finished exclusively with natural  

oil, the wood is free from harmful substances  

and retains its anti-bacterial properties for  

hygienic food storage.
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types of wood

glass colours | gloss or matt

alder

white (optiwhite)

walnut

beech

sand (optiwhite)

wild walnut

dark brown

beech heartwood

pebble (optiwhite)

medium grey  
(optiwhite)

oak

pearl (matt only) bronze (matt only) steel (matt only)

oak white oil

anthracite

wild oak

taupe (optiwhite)

wild oak white oil

black

cherry

sludge  
(optiwhite)

ceramic | use: fronts

leather colours* | use: ark bar stool

Clara fabric colours | use: ark bar stool

white (71018)

983

phedraarctic white

taupe (72218)

144

cement

dark brown 
(74024)

188

iron moss

anthracite (70241)

248

basalt black

black (70240)

384

*all leather colours (L1) as in TEAM 7 leather swatch fan **beech, oak, oak white oil, walnut

bar handles

GKU 

cubic handle bar 

stainless steel finish

MG 

metal handle 

stainless steel finish

GR 

round handle 

stainless steel

EF 

round handle bar 

12 mm 

stainless steel finish

SEF 

bar handle 

stainless steel finish

SBN/SEN/SEW/SNN 

available in wood**

GO 

oval handle bar 

stainless steel finish

handles

without handles

GPS 

handle 

stainless steel finish 

black

GPE 

handle 

stainless steel finish

FG 

flush strip handle 

stainless steel finish

PG 

pendulum handle 

stainless steel finish

GFU 

grip joint 

stainless steel finish

AP-SD, AP-TD 

Servo Drive (electric)

or touch mechanism 

(mechanical)

design options    2322    design options
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l1 kitchen, wood type alder

l1
The linee kitchen has an enchanting little sister, l1 – equally  

elegant and timeless in style. Attractive pricing makes it the  

perfect TEAM 7 entry-level kitchen.

TEAM 7 Natürlich Wohnen GmbH 

A-4910 Ried/Innkreis | Braunauer Straße 26 

phone +43 7752 977-700 | e-mail info@team7.at 

www.team7-design.com


